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Give peace
a chance
Students are planning
to form a human peace
sign for Peace One
M Page 5

By Z.ich Gate
Reporter

The 'whole
truth'and
nothing but it
Faculty columnist Phil
Schurrer points out
that humanity is still
discovering the "whole
truth." even with health
care | Pag* 4

Student organization recreates the times
and lives of those from the Middle Ages

Mistakes are
the key to
one's future
Mistakes are natural,

By Michelle OlmiWad
Reporter

reminds columnist
Matt Buyer, so don't
be afraid to make
them, because they
are good learning
opportunities | Pag* 4

The politics
of war
President Obama said
that he has no deadline
for withdrawing troops
from Afghanistan,
despite pledging that
the occupation will end
in the future | Pag* 5

On a typical day, senior Dominique Simms is a social
studies education major at the University.
Every Thursday evening, however, she transforms
into Isabel Aliyw, a Medieval woman from the 1540s.
Simms is a member of The Society for Creative
Anachronism, an off-campus international organization that re-enacts the Middle Ages.
Covering the time period between 600 A.D. and 1600
A.D. in Europe, the organization has over 19 "Kingdoms,"
which are made of various states, and over 180,000 members worldwide.
Although the current division of this organization is an
off-campus affair — involving community members as
well as students — The Society for Creative Anachronism
was strictly a student organization on campus as recently
as 2007.
Simms and the three other student members are currently seeking both members and an advisor in order to
become a student organization on campus once again.
See SOCIETY | Page 2

Taking the good
with the bad

A new boutique downtown
encourages shoppers "to spend
like the bill will never come,"
according to a sign by its cash
register.
TRENDS!, which opened its
doors June 19. could easily catch
the eye of passerbys in downtown Bowling Green, as it is covered in bright colors and polka
dot patterns.
TRENDS! employee Emma
Day said the look of the store
"makes people happy and the
bright colors attract girls of all
ages."
First time shopper Tiffany
Davis agreed the bright colors
make TRENDS! a fun place to
shop.
"It's great, fabulous and a fun
shopping experience," she said.
TRENDS! carries a wide variety of products from sundresses
to handbags to luggage cases.
"I can happily say for the most
part we are brandless," owner
Pam I lamlin said. "Names don't
matter to us. What matters is
cute and trendy products that
our customers are anxious to

mm.
on Main
BROOKE MOn

THE BGNEWS

A NEW TREND: TRENDS1 on Mam is a
new clothing store in downtown Bowling
Green that caters to a female demographic.

wear or carry and use."
Hamlin gets most of the products for her stores by attending
fashion shows all over the country, including New York, Los
Angeles. Chicago and Atlanta.
"Our latest trend is seatbelt
purses that look very similar to
various Vera Bradley patterns,"
Hamlin said. "We carry a few
products that Oprah Winfrey
has talked about on her show."
She added those products
See TRENDS
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Cracking the college
class gradebook
Depending on a student's post-undergraduage
plans, grades matter in varying degrees

Despite the sweep of
Falcon volleyball in

By Sarah B.il.y

Columbus at the

Reporter

Ohio State Imports
Classic this weekend,
volleyball player
Shari Luther still made
the all-tournament
team I Page 7

CITY BRIEF
Man convicted of
22-year-old murder
of University student
A 22-year-old murder case was put
to rest Friday.
Michael Dixon, 52. was found guilty
> of the 1987 murder of University

student Karen Sue Hirschman and was
sentenced Friday to life in prison.
He pled no contest to the charge.
Dixon, who's already serving an
84-year sentence for a crime spree
committed in Columbus following
Hirschmans death, will be serving every
anniversary of the murder in solitary

confinement.
Hirschman was found on Jan. 6.
1987 raped and stabbed to death in
her apartment She was 22 years old at
the time.
The case went cold until blood
evidence was re-examined, connecting
Dixon to the crime.

While a majority of students
put either a lot or little value
into their overall grades, different career paths show
grades are important, but not
all that matters.
The difference in career
paths and the expectations
within them has changed
or enforced many students'
viewpoints on the importance of grades at the collegiate level. Compared to the
motivational factor in high
school of securing admission into college, only some
University students face the

decision of whether or not to
attend graduate school.
Terry Lawrence, assistant
dean of admissions for the
Graduate College, stresses the
importance of a well-rounded
individual, in addition to getting good grades.
"Overall, grades are only one
factor," she said.
Depending on one's major,
graduate colleges look at
multiple criteria, including
standardized test scores, recommendation letters, writing samples, auditions and
undergraduate
research
experiences, Lawrence said.
See GRADES | Page 2

Falcon football falls to Thundering Herd on road
Herd running back helps lead Marshall past BG

Notebook: Two University records topped in loss

By Scan Shapiro

capped the comeback win for
Marshall, the team, with an
80-yard touchdown run in the
HUNTINGTON, W. Va. — If any fourth quarter.
players on the BGSU football
The long run highlighted a
defense didn't know how to spell 1:54 sequence that took the game
the word "Marshall" before, they from a 7-7 tie, to a 17-7 advantage
for the Thundering Herd.
certainly do now.
In addition to being surroundWith 10:41 remaining, BGSU
ed by 23,029 Marshall University freshman kicker Jerry Phillips
fans all chanting "We are missed 35-yard field goal wide
Marshall," the Falcon defense right. The very next play the runalso spent all night staring at ning back took the toss play and
the name on the back of Darius blew by all 11 Falcons on the
Marshall's jersey as ho ran by the field for his career-long touchdefense for 186 yards in a 17-10 down run.
Thundering Herd win Saturday
"They had the outside to us. We
called the right play and somenight.
"In the second half when they times we just couldn't execute,"
got the running game going, said BGSU senior linebacker
they became really hard to stop," Cody Basler.
said BGSU coach Dave Clawson.
See LOSS | Page 2
"So hats off to Marshall"
Marshall, the running back,

If you could live in any
time period, which
would it be?

KATIE DEY
Sophomore, Biology

i

Today, so I can get
away with kicking
guys where the sun
doesn't shine."
|Pag*4

k

make a big play, Barnes was frustrated that he didn't.
"It's really frustrating," Barnes
said. "I tend to blame it on myself
HUNTINGTON, W. Va — Two a little bit because I feel like 1 need
Falcons broke school records in to get my quickness up, but at
BG's 17-10 loss Saturday.
the same time, 1 know that pretty
Senior receiver Freddie Barnes much everybody on that side of
broke his own record for recep- the ball is counting on me to get
tions in a game with 17, and senior the ball. So 1 can't get too down
kick returner Roger Williams on myself."
now has the most kick returns in
Barnes aLso continues to lead
school history, breaking Reggie the nation in receptions with 42.
Thornton's record of 65.
He is seven ahead of Southern
Barnes — who set the old Methodist's Emmanuel! Sanders,
record of 15 in this year's season who caught 18 passes this weekopener against Troy — caught the end for 178 yards and has 35
majority of his passes in the fourth receptions.
quarter when he caught seven as
Williams came into the game
BG tried to mount a comeback.
needing just two kick returns to
But on the day, Barnes only break Thornton's record, but after
compiled 109 yards for an averSee MOTES | Page 2
age of 6.4 yards per receptions.
Knowing he has the ability to
By-Andraw Hanwr
Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

CHRISTINA MCGINNS I THE BGNEWS

DOWN ON OUR LUCK: Senior receiver
Freddie Barnes walks off the field disappointed after the Fakons lost to Marshall.
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BLOTTER

THURSDAY.
SEPT. 17

1JOA.M.
Complainant reported loud noise
within the 900th block of Klotz
Road
2:07 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subjects were fighting outside of
Howards Club H; subjects were
gone upon arrival.
2:21 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subjects were fighting outside of
Sky Bar, subjects were gone upon

12:53 A.M.
Complainant reported loud music
and noise withm the 700th block of
Napoleon Road.
12:59 A.M.
Danielle Calta. 20. of Strongsville,
Ohio, was arrested for open container of alcohol and underage
possession of alcohol within the
100th block of S. Enterprise St.
1:14 A.M.
Jeff Kellermeyer. 19. of Perrysburg.
was arrested for open container
of alcohol and underage possession of alcohol on the corner of E.
Court and N. Enterprise Streets.

1:56 A.M.

arrival
2:43 A.M.
Dominique Hutchinson. 22. of
Bowling Green, was warned for
disorderly conduct within the
200th block of N. Main St
3:24 A.M.
Complainant reported loud music
and noise within the 900th block of
Klotz Road.
744 A.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
rjrjup of juveniles were being loud
and loitering within the 1000th
block of Fairview Ave.: subjects
gone on arrival.
346 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) removed and stole the
• bumper, valued at $250. from
hide withm the 800th block
of N. Enterprise St.
8 01 P.M.
C Miiplainant reported loud
within the 100th block of S.

nt St.
11:34 P.M.
i nan* called to report
unknown ^ubject(s) drove through
her parting lot and fired two shots
between her trailer and her neighbor's Upon further inspection, it is
believed fireworks were fired within
the 500th block of W Gypsy Lane

FRIDAY. SEPT. 18
1209 A.M.
An unidentified subject was intoxicated and hit his head on the pavement within the 100th block of S.
Prospect St.
12:27 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) were fighting within the

Residents within the 700th block of
E. Napoleon Road were warned for
disorderly conduct and loud music.
2:22 A.M.
Alexander Anderson. 18. of Mount
Vernon. Ohio, was arrested for
obstruction of official business,
open container of alcohol and
underage possession of alcohol on
the corner of N. Main and E Court

2:47 A.M.
Andrew Mueller. 21, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for criminal
trespass, criminal damaging and
disorderly conduct within the
400th block of E. Court Road.
10:50 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) used his credit card at

10:55 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) stole a Happy Badger
business sign, valued at $500. with-

1:51 P.M.
Complainant reported her purse
was missing while at a party the
night before. After her purse was
found. $20 and her debit card were
missing within the 100th block of

Depot.
4:18 P.M.
Complainant reported his credit
card was stolen within the 100th
block of N. Main St.

Complainant reported his passport
was stolen from his vehicle within

Marshall received the opening
kickoff and (hen didn't score in
the first half. Williams had to wait
until halfway through the third
quarter before he got his second
attempt.
like Barnes, he also broke a
school record in the season opener, when he broke Thornton's
record for kickoff return yards in
a career.
Senior quarterback Tyler
Sheehan moved into sole possession of fourth place on the
University's all-time list for passing touchdowns with 47, third
place on the career passing yards
list with (i,99-l and second place
on the career passing attempts
list with 1,051.

SCHEIDLERHURT
Senior tight end limmy

Avenue.
11:06 P.M.
Tiffany Wtllmarth. 19. of Bowling
Green, and an unidentified juvenile
were cited for theft when they
attempted to take $47.97 from
Meijer.
11:48 PM.
Nichole Mitchell. 20. of
Middletown. Ohio, was arrested
for open container of alcohol and
underage possession of alcohol
within the 400th block of Ridge St.
11:54 P.M.
Residents within the 100th block
of Troup St. were warned for disorderly conduct for loud music and
noise.

SATURDAY
SEPT. 19
12:03 A.M.
Blake Spallino. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct for urinating within the

12:25 A.M.
Kimberly Herbst. 24. of Broadview
Heights. Ohio, was cited for open
container of alcohol within the
500th block N. Enterprise St.
12:49 A.M.
Max Brady. 19. of Fairview Park.
Ohio, was arrested for open container of alcohol and underage
possession of alcohol within the
300th block of Ridge St.

Manville Ave.
2:32 P.M.
Cynthia Rucki, 51. an employee
of Home Depot, was arrested for
theft for making fraudulent returns,
valued at $1,041.51. at Home

12:35 A.M.
Alexander Guckert. 21, of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct, loud music and noise

From Page 1

10:22 P.M.
Cab driver reported an unknown
subject gave him a credit card to
pay for his cab fare of $310 but the
card was declined and the passenger never returned to the vehicle.
10:45 P.M.
Unknown subjects had pushed
over several garbage cans on the
corner of 7th Street and Manville

SOCIETY

"It's an incredibly interesting time in
human history, at least for me, because

From

in order to fulfill the minimum
it's a time of people, it's a time of
member requirement. Simms
said the group needs at least four
change."
more students. Once established,
it will be renamed "The BGSU
Medieval Society."
Lew Smith I President of The Society of Creative Anachtonism
Lew Smith is currently president —or seneschal, in Medieval
terms — for the Bowling Green however, is the fighting — both events or certain meetings, you
are this person," she said. "You
group. He graduated from the armored and rapier combat.
In armored combat, partici- dress like this person, you act
University in 2007 with a degree
in history, and has been a part of pants can either face each other like this person would act, you do
on a one-on-one basis in tourna- what this person would normally
the organization since 2003.
"It's an incredibly interesting ments, or they can take part in do. In my case, I'm learning how
time in human history, at least "large melee battles that can have to hand-sew."
Simms said people from all
for me, because it's a time of peo- dozens or even hundreds of comple, it's a time of change," he said, batants on each side," according backgrounds are members of the
describing the Medieval times. to the Web site. Rapier combat, SCA. Whether members simply
"It's so starkly different from mod- on the other hand, is similar to have a love for history, or choose
to completely immerse themfencing.
ern society."
Members of SCA also have selves in their historical roles, is
He encouraged everyone to
come experience the society in the option of taking on a per- completely up to the individual.
"You can be as serious as you
action at meetings in Bowling sona, which means they act out
Green City Park every Thursday the role of a person who lived in want," she said.
Simms said there was a sigthe Medieval era. Whether they
at 8 p.m.
"We're all about having new choose to be Romans, Vikings, nificant amount of interest at the
people come and just check us or a number of other options, group's display during Campus
members also choose a name Fest.
out," he said.
"We're not worried about the
Members of The Society of for themselves to complete the
student base because 1 know the
Creative Anachronism partici- identity.
"There's a process of registering interest is there," Simms said.
pate in a variety of activities from
the Middle Ages. From tradition- your name in the international "What we're more worried about
al dress, to food, dance, archery, group and you have to back your is just getting an advisor."
metal- and woodworking, and to name up with historical docuStudents and faculty who are
beer making, there is a trade for mentation," Simms said. "You interested in becoming memhave to prove the name actually bers of The Society for Creative
all interests.
The most well-known and existed in the certain time period Anachronism may contact
Dominique Simms at the followadvertised activity within The you want to be in."
"Basically, when you're at ing number: 419-559-8353.
Society forCreativeAnachronism,

GRADES
From Page 1

in the 100th block of E. Wooster St.

4:55 PM.

NOTES

the 100th block of W. Gypsy Lane.

400th block of E. Court St.

Wal Mart

100th block of N. Prospect St.

within the 100th block of Ridge St.

Green, was cited for theft within

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

the last r

nth.

6:33 PM.
Siara Hensley. 18. of Bowling

Scheidler was injured during
Saturday's game after being
twisted down by his right ankle
as he tried to block for Adrian
Hodges in the third quarter.
Scheidler was seen leaving
the locker room on crutches
with his ankle wrapped in ice
after the game.
No comment on his status
was provided after the game.

ONLINE: Go to bgviews.com
for the complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.
The American Humane Association
was incorrectly called sponsors of
Circus Vera in the Sept. 16 article
"Students form new circus on campus." They are actually collaborators.

LOSS
was not as good as it usually is,"
Clawson said. "But as the game
wore on, I think Keith got more
comfortable."
Freshman lineman Chris
(ones recorded his first career
sack late in the quarter after
taking down Anderson for a 1yard loss.

NO GOOD

Three field goals were missed
in Sat u rday's ga me.
Two Falcons made their first
In the first quarter, Marshall
big plays on defense in the sec- was set for a 23-yard attempt
ond quarter Saturday.
but after a botched snap, kicker
Sophomore safety Keith Craig Ratanamorn kicked the
Morgan — who started in place ball off the ground without a
of the suspended P.). Mahone — holder. The kick wobbled its
intercepted Herd quarterback way off course, and the Herd
Brian Anderson two plays after received a penalty for illegal
the Falcons took a 7-0 lead.
kicking.
BG coach Dave Clawson said
For BG, freshman Jerry
that while the interception was Phillips missed the first two
nice, there's plenty for Morgan field goals (31 and 35 yards) of
to improve on.
his career after having gone
"1 thought early |on| the com- a perfect 3-for-3 the first two
munication in our secondary games.

A DAY OF FIRSTS

A minimum GPA of 3,0 is
required for general admission
into the University's Graduate
College, but the process is still
competitive, she said.
Grades also take a top priority for many students trying
to maintain scholarships and
GPAs under a certain major.
"It's more important now
to keep good grades than it
was in high school," freshman
Courtney Saba said. "I think
students should try to have a
good balance between doing
homework, studying and going
out."
For upperclassmen planning
on attending graduate school,
senior Theresa Smith said it's
important to value grades in
order to set oneself apart from
others.

From Page 1
Any chance to respond to
the touchdown was negated
on the BGSU offense's next
play from scrimmage, when
Tyler Sheehan fumbled on first
down.
Three plays later Marshall
kicked a 31-yard field goal.
BGSU did battle back,
picking up a field goal from
Phillips with 3:19 remaining,
and then had the ball again
in Thundering Herd territory
but senior Freddie Barnes
dropped an attempted hookand-ladder play on fourth
down and 21.
While it was the Barnes
drop that ended the Falcons'
comeback chances, the BGSU
offense failed to establish the
run throughout the game and
a very quick Thundering Herd
defensive line recorded six
sacks.
"We didn't run the ball very
well, and when you don't run
the ball very well the defensive lineman can pin their
ears back and rush the passer,"
Clawson said. "I think the fact
that they looked so fast, was
our inability to run the football."

"Maintaining your grades
will help you get what you
want in the future," said Smith,
an early childhood education
major. "Grades set your knowledge apart from other students', so when it comes time
to write your resume, it shows
you were focused."
As a freshman or sophomore,
some tend to think grades
aren't important, but they
need to realize that grades
affect your GPA for the rest of
your college career, she said.
For students not planning
on attending graduate school,
grades may or may not be an
important factor in the hiring
process of an employer.
"It's about selling yourself,"
Lawrence said.
She explained that in today's
economy and more competitive job market, being able to
produce a good transcript may
be an initial step in hiring an
employee. Overall experience,
Due to the absence of a
legitimate run game, BGSU
quarterback Tyler Sheehan
attempted a career high 63
passes, completing 43, also a
career high. Barnes, meanwhile, had 17 catches, breaking his own school record for
receptions in one game, but
only picked up 109 yards,
averaging 6.41 yards per
reception.
"We knew we could potentially stretch the field on them,
and if they were going to bring
blitzes we'd have to attempt
short gains to get them back
on their heels a little bit,"
Sheehan said. "They did a
good job of game planning us,
and it didn't work out very well
for us."
The Falcons did stretch
the field once in the first
half, as Sheehan found a
wide-open Chris Wright for
a 50-yard touchdown pass,
but other than that their
longest play was a 20-yard
reception by sophomore
Adrian Hodges.
While BGSU's run defense
struggled, allowing 246 yards
on the ground, the pass
defense fared well without
leading tackier P.). Mahone,
holding Marshall to 100-yards
passing.

Preferred
Properties Co.

however, may be a more key
factor, she said. Employers
might look at an applicant's
grades only once when making
the decision to hire, and then
never consider them again.
Whether planning on
working right out of college
or attending graduate school,
aiming to keep one's grades
decent and to find experience
in one's particular field are
strengths that can help a student obtain a career goal.
"Even if you don't do as
well your first two years and
improve your second two, an
employer might note this in the
application process," Lawrence
said. "Perform to the best of
your ability with your grades,
but be a balanced and engaged
citizen. Employers don't want
pieces missing."
For information on the
University's Graduate College,
visit www.bgsu.edu/colleges/
gradcol/.

TRENDS
From Page 1
include Spanx and Switchflops.
The store is full of summer and
fall products, but when the frigid
Bowling Green winter comes,
TRENDS! will stock their shelves
with the latest fashions for the winter season.
"We just got boxes of scarves and
winter clothing. We will have a lot
of different products when winter comes around," said Day, who
has worked with the store since it
opened.
The store is also interested in
giving back to the community.
Throughout the year, TRENDS!
will be hosting "Girls Night Out
Parties" to help organizations raise
money for a charity of their choice.
"By hosting a shopping extravaganza, 10 percent of the sales go
directly to a charity of their choice,"
Hamlin said.
To sign up for these events, anyone can call to reserve a date and
time at 419-722-3711.
TRENDS! seems to cater to the
female demographic, and Hamlin
doesn't plan on changing that anytime soon.
"Our men's department currently carries a chair for lounging while
their woman shops," she said.

FRUGAL
FALCON$
15 Things We Spend
Too Much On-Part 2

Find A Place To Call Home
mm.prelerredpropertiesco.com

mm YOUR HOME AT
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & EHiciencies

Houses

2

6. Apple brand accessories
7. Sending a FAX from
a business center
8. Car maintenance from
a dealership

Brought to you by:

"BQS'U.
419.172.22 52
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl:8-4 30

Birchwood

650 em si

8*1:10-2
530 S. MapK St.
419-3S2-M7*
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Students to promote peace
by forming human peace sign
By Austin Arnold
Reporter

Imagine a group of students
from all backgrounds coming
together to take a picture of a
giant peace sign.
The picture, organized by
two University students, is a
way for people to celebrate
peace as other countries
around the world will be doing
the same.
Junior students lessica ZurLinden, a musical arts major,
and Teresa Lotz, a musical
composition major, have taken
on the responsibility of this
picturesque event.
"Everybody talks about peace
but don't do much about it," ZurLinden said. "You can start by
doing little things like being in
this picture."
Today marks the 10th anniversary of this worldwide event
started by Peace One Day, an
organization that strives to
bringatleastonedayof peace a
year throughout the world.

"Everybody talks
about peace but
don't do much
about it."
Jessica Zur-Linden | Junior

"The more people we have,
the bigger the peace sign will be
and the stronger our message
will be," Zur-Linden said.
For those who want to participate, the initial meeting spot
will be outside the Sundial of
Kriescher Hall at 5:15 p.m. The
picture is to be taken on the
marching band practice field
at 5:45 p.m. Students should
wear white or a bright-colored
shirt.
"If some students have class
at 5:15, but still want to join in,
then they should just meet us
out at the marching band field
at around 5:45," I.otz said.
Lindy Bobbin, graduate assistant for the Arts Village, is antic-

ipating this event.
"I think it's really cool that
students are excited about this
day and are taking the time
to advocate for peace," she said.
"It's a great idea to try and get
the whole campus involved and
encourage everyone to think
about peace."
The United Nations, along
with Peace One Day, designated the third Monday of every
September as a day of peace. All
countries are encouraged to lay
down their arms for a day and
engage in various acts of peace
including soccer matches, making web videos and taking photographs of peace in action.
Lotz shared her thoughts on
why students should check out
this event.
"It is important at the
University level to get motivated about peace because we are
going to be the ones who make
up the world and the country;
if we don't believe that peace is
possible then it will never happen," Lotz said.
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Presentation aims to aid female students

r«jjSic'

over the age of 25 to fit in at college
women are often conflicted by
multiple roles, such as being a "Colleges must begin
student, employee, partner and to value older women
a parent all at once, she said, and
Undergraduate females over the they need to feel valued and supstudents, not see
age of 25 are entering college at a ported in their decision to return
to school.
higher rate every year.
them as anomalies."
Julie Leizerman, a re-entry
E. Dana Roof, graduate assistant from Women's Studies, woman who returned to school
E Dana Roof | Graduate Assistant
explained the obstacles these for fall semester, said Roofs
women have to overcome in a presentation has confirmed the other women.
presentation called "Displaced struggles she has been facing
Alyce Klingcr, a University
Housewives & Re-Entry Women: and she now knows that she is Phi Tau House Parent, has been
thinking about coming back to
Going Back to College as an not alone.
"It is a struggle for adults to school and said this presentation
Adult" in Hannah Hall Friday
come back to school because they has helped shape her decision.
afternoon.
Roof said these women are
Roof said these older women, feel like a fish out of waterand out
coming into higher education
outnumbering males over 25 of their comfort zone," Roof said.
Adult women students have with various levels of preparation,
two-to-one, are called "displaced
homemakers" and "re-entry lower expectations for them- and they need specific kinds of
support to succeed in school.
selves, she said.
women."
"Colleges must begin to value
Roof said programs for these
She emphasized that most
adult women re-enter school in women can utilize peer mentors. older women students, not see
order to earn more money and This helps initially by supporting them as anomalies," Roof said.
support their families, wanting them and giving them the chance "They are important to college
to change careers or even update to develop their own leadership community and bring in expetheir current skills. Re-entry skills as they become mentors for rience."
By Hali* Williami
Reporter

Binge drinking a bigger problem among students
By Bacca Krock
The [Washington University]
Student Lite (U-Wire)

Setting the national drinking
age to 21 in 1984 brought about
a steady decline in binge drinking in the general population
— except in college students, a
recent study found.
Binge drinking is defined as
consuming five or more drinks
in a night. While the study found
significant reductions in binge
drinking among 12- to 20-yearolds since 1984—likely reflecting
scarcer availability of alcohol to
teenagers—young women maintained the same levels of drinking
or, in the case of college women,
began drinking more heavily.
The study, led by Washington
University's Richard Grucza,
assistant professor of psychiatry,
examined a national survey of
drinking behavior conducted
every year from 1979 to 2006
with a total of more than 500,000
subjects.
"We saw, on the whole, that
binge drinking has gone down
among individuals ages 12 to
20 considerably over the last 27
years," Grucza said. "It's been
more or less a steady decline. The
most dramatic drop-offs were
seen in 15- to 17-year-old boys,
whose heavy drinking fell almost
50 percent in those 27 years."
On the other hand, 15- to
20-year-old females showed no
change, and Dinging in 21- to 23year-old women grew by about
40 percent.
"We think that probably has
more to do with changes in
gender roles in general—that is,
women in general have started
using more alcohol and drugs,"
he said.
Betsy Foy, substance abuse
specialist at Student Health
Services, said the University has

"A lot of unmarried people, people without
children, will tend to have higher rates
of binge drinking, and of course they're
concentrated at college campuses."
Richard Grucza | Washington University assistant professor

closely matched nationwide
trends in the 12 years she has
worked here. She said, however,
that the University deviates from
larger trends in some ways.
"Nationwide, varsity athletes
tend to be high-risk drinkers,"
Foy said. "Here, I haven't found
that. I think it might have to do
with that we're not a Division 1
NCAA school."
Prior to 1984, the drinking age varied from state to
state. While most states had a
21-year-old limit after the end
of Prohibition, many states lowered the drinking age to 18 or 19
in the 1970s, according to James
Fell, senior program director of
the Pacific Institute for Research
& Evaluation.
An increase in fatal alcoholrelated traffic accidents involving youths in those states, however, prompted the federal government to incentivize states to
set the legal age to 21.
The current study came about
in part as a result of a recent
coalescence, called the Amethyst
Initiative, of university presidents
who question the logic of the current drinking age.
"Their claim is that there's an
epidemic of binge drinking on
college campuses, and they're
wondering if the minimum age
has been effective," Gruczo said.
"We set out to look at some of the
factual basis of what their rationale is for wanting to change the
drinking age."
The results of this study, pub-

lished in The Journal of the
American Academy of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatryin July, may
not provide a direct answer. The
authors say their findings prove
that the higher drinking age has
been very good for public health.
But the results also support
the belief that college campuses
continue to cultivate dangerous
drinking habits, and they are out
of step with the rest of the nation.
So what is different about
college campuses?
"A lot of unmarried people,
people without children, will
tend to have higher rates of
binge drinking, and of course
they're concentrated at college
campuses," Grucza said. "And
(there is a) mix of legal-age drinkers and non-legal-agc drinkers in
close physical proximity," which
leads to easier access to alcohol
for minors.
Grucza's research group
is interested in early drinking
because it is a strong predictor of
alcohol dependence later in life.
In addition, Grucza pointed out
the strong correlation of alcohol use with sexual assault and
harassment: about 70 percent of
sexual assaults are alcohol related, he said.
'The federal government is actually putting quite a bit of money
into researching this because
college campuses are a problem
environment," Grucza said.
Foy also believed the higher age is a positive for public
health.
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"You dress like this person, you act like this person would act, you do
what this person would normally do."
- Dominique Simms, senior, on the Society of Creative Anachronism [see story, pg. 1],
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Truth is a difficult thing to assess,
but we must seek it on health care

One of the more interesting
things a writer can do is read
criticism and reactions to what
he or she has written.
I certainly got a bellyful of it
this past week after my column
about religion and health canwas published. Several people emailed me directly and The BCi
News ran several follow-ups on
health care.
This is good. A university, like
society itself, should be a supermarket of ideas. This is how ideas
get exposed and analyzed.
Things are not always as they
appear, lor example, Medicare
only spends a minimal amount
of money on administrative
expenses, according to their own
reports. I lowever, other sources
indicate that these expenses
may have been understated.
Moreover, Medicare is not subject to taxation as private insurance companies are.
So, the question becomes:
What is the truth in the Medicare
expense numbers? Or, more
importantly, which version of
the truth do you believe?
There may be different versions of the truth. The classic
example is the three blind men
attempting to describe an elephant. One touches the trunk,
another the tail and the third
examines a leg. Each of their versions is true, as far as they go.

The problem is the inability to
get the "big picture."
A major cornerstone of phi. losophy states that truth does
not contradict itself. Each of
the blind elephant examiners
will testily' as to what he experienced in scrutinizing the body
part assigned. And, assuming
that all will speak truthfully, each
will give a different account. The
problem is that none of them
will be able to accurately identify
the animal. This does not mean
that they didn't speak the truth,
it merely indicates the lack of the
"big picture."
"The whole truth and nothing but the truth" — we hear
that every time a person is
called upon to testily' in court
and is sworn in. But, how do we
know what the "whole truth" is,
or when we will reach a point
where the "big picture" becomes
known or knowable?
There's no easy answer. Things
that are taken as truth today may
become quite the opposite in the
future. A good example: at one
time, it was deemed medically
beneficial to "bleed" people who
arc ill. The thinking at the time
was that the blood contained
various "humors" responsible
for human illness. It's laughable
today, but people in George
Washington's time thought the
procedure was state-of-the-art
— the "truth."
There's no telling how the
health care debate will end.
We lack knowledge, not only of
the "big picture" but also of the
future.
But, of one thing we can be

By Joih Plotnik

I never thought the death of a
graduate student, whom I have
never met and also lived more
than a thousand miles away,
would have such an effect on
me personally. But the death of
Yale student Annie Le this past
week is one of the most unbelievable single murders ever on
a college campus and one that
should make us all stop and,
again, reconsider.
In a case that overwhelmingly gripped the nation, Le, a 24year-old Vietnamese-American
studying for her doctorate's
degree in pharmacology, was
murdered last week, presumably inside her laboratory, and
then stuffed inside a wall in
the laboratory's basement.

Video showed Le entering the
lab at 10 a.m. last Tuesday, but
incredibly, none of the 70 surveillance cameras captured her
ever leaving.
Le, by all accounts an intelligent, sweet, gentle woman and
hard-working graduate student,
was murdered presumably during working hours inside her
medical school laboratory. She
left behind friends, family, a
devastated fiance and an entire
country shocked at such a brutal
crime. Yesterday, a lab technician that worked in her laboratory building was arrested and
charged with murder.
It's difficult to explain why I
have become so captivated by
this one heinous murder, but as
a graduate student myself, it is
hard to imagine such a disgusting case happening in what
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Mistakes are the means through
which we prepare for the future

During our time in school, and
as we all begin to inaugurate into
our specific careers, we often
face the fact that we have made
mistakes and will continue to
sometimes fail epically with our
goals and in life in general.
As humans, it is in our nature
to err, muddle and sometimes
have significant lapses in our
consistent and certain pursuit
of success.
There are times when it is
essential not to fault — any
medical doctor or aircraft pilot
can concur with this — however, it is less obvious in most
other instances when making
mistakes is an entirely essential
aspect to success. To get out of
the University and have achievement in our professions, we must
first free ourselves from the connotation that making mistakes
is unnecessary.
Mistakes area part of life and
losing the fear they can create
will offer students many advantages.
No onecanbecreative without
first losing their fear of making
mistakes and this is important
for the way our society is progressing. No longer do employees have to spend years of labor
to climb the corporate ladder to
be at the top of their profession.
Employers are now seeing value
in the individual who is creative

and who doesn't have tremendous fear of offering different
and sometimes unconventional
ideas to their businesses.
Furthermore, there are some
mistakes that create opportunities for the greatest discoveries.
For example, the cardiac
pacemaker and other inventions
were the byproduct of mistakes.
Wilson Greatbatch, an engineer,
researcher and inventor, was
working on a device to record
irregular heartbeats when he
accidentally inserted a resistor of
the wrong size into the device.
He detected that the circuit
pulsed much like a human heartbeat. Greatbatch spent years
working with the information
he learned from this device until
he eventually developed the first
implantable cardiac pacemaker.
Since then, millions have benefited from his discovery.
There are many things that
have been invented due to mistakes: Coca-Cola, tires, silly
putty, chocolate chips, the
Americas, yellow Post-it notes
and many more.
Edward de Bono once wrote,
"It's better to have enough ideas
for some of them to be wrong,
than to be always right by having no ideas at all."
Even though mistakes should
be viewed as byproducts of
progress, the idea of screwing
up is still embarrassing and
exceptionally discouraging.
Some will argue that we should
never accept the fact that making mistakes is a part of life, and
that over-emphasizing what we
could have done better is the key

to motivation and achievement.
It is easy to view mistakes as a
perfectionist would, but this is a
self-defeating process. We need
to learn that making mistakes
simply means we are taking risks
in order to learn and grow.
The secret to dealing with
mistakes is knowing when and
how to accept that failure is
sometimes just as educational
as success.
It is astonishing to me how
so many intelligent people don't
have this figured out. I am familiar with researchers who have
distinguished reputations that
will go to ridiculous lengths in
order to cover the fact that they
were mistaken about something
rather than just acknowledging
they were wrong.
We are all spending a substantial amount of money on education at the University and we
will spend a lot of our time here
making mistakes. Hopefully, as
we develop into the intellectual
and valuable individuals that
we are, we can learn that these
mistakes, no matter how substantial, are byproducts of our
aspiration to better ourselves.
As Samuel Smiles once said
about individual achievement,
"It is a mistake to suppose that
men succeed through success;
they much oftener succeed
through failures. Precept, study,
advice, and example could never
have taught them so well as failure has done."
Respond to Matt at
thenews@bgnews.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section
is looking for more people like you to write columns and
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call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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certain. Human nature doesn't
change. Greed, lust for power,
carelessness and entitlement
seem to be part and parcel of
membership in the human family.
That's why the founders split
the governance of the United
States, not just between the
federal and state governments,
but also an internal split in the
federal portion between three
separate, coequal branches.
They were fearful of too much
power concentrated in any one
place or among a small group
of people. They knew history
and did not want it repeated.
Since they weren't convinced
humans could curb their vices
unaided, they placed restrictions
in the new institutions they were
founding.
But they also placed a great
deal of reliance on people to hold
to and keep the characteristics of
vigilance and integrity that are so
necessary for the experiment we
call the United States to work.
A lot is riding on the ability of
people to look for and hold to
the truth.
So, regardless of where you're
at in the health care debate,
you should know that we are all
searching for the truth. It may be
an uncomfortable journey and
we may not like what we find at
the end. But it's too important to
ignore and to do incorrectly.
And that's the truth.

most of us have always thought
was a rather safe environment.
After all, her laboratory building
was highly secure, with cameras focused on all the entrances
and multiple access cards and
keys required to enter the various areas of the building.
Many news organizations
reported that the multiple keys
needed to gain entrance into the
basement where Le was most
likely murdered suggest that
only a select few could have
been in the basement with her
at the time of her death: thus, the
implication is that her killer was
an acquaintance and/or a member of the Yale community.
Simply put, it seems unfortunately apparent that even at an
elite university, in broad daylight
and in a secure facility, safety
should never be assumed.
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Murder of Yale student in lab
raises campus security questions
The Emory Wheel (U-Wire)
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PRESIDENTS MEDIA CAMPAIGNING: In this BG News file photo. President Obama addresses a crowd of supporters at a rally in
the Seagate Center in Toledo.

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama says he has no
deadline for withdrawing U.S.
forces from Afghanistan and
is pledging there will not be an
indefinite American occupation. Sounding much like his
predecessor, Obama said he
won't base any war decision on
"the politics of the moment."
The 8-year-old conflict in
Afghanistan, overshadowed by
the war in Iraq during much
of George W. Bush's presidency, is a dominant challenge for
Obama. The American public
and leaders of his own party
have eroding faith in the face
of a resurgent Taliban, doubts
of Afghan leadership and rising U.S. engagement.
"I don't have a deadline for
withdrawal," Obama said in
one of a series of television
interviews broadcast yesterday. "But I'm certainly not
somebody who believes in
indefinite occupations of other
countries."
Obama has ordered 21,000
more troops to Afghanistan,
increasing the number of U.S.
forces there to 68,000, and is
expecting to get a request for
more from the U.S. and NATO

commander, Gen. Stanley
McChrystal. Obama said the
decision is more than the inclination of "If 1 get more, then I
can do more."
"Right now, the question is,
the first question is, are we
doing the right thing?" he said.
"Are we pursuing the right
strategy?
Obama has pledged no imminent decision on sending in
more troops and says he wants
to see updated reviews on all
aspects of his war strategy. His
road map to winning the war
in Afghanistan relies heavily
on clearing al-Qaida terrorists
from Pakistan, according to
a list of benchmarks given to
Congress last week.
Obama said once he hears
from advisers and has a better
idea on whether more troops
or needed, then "what I will
say to the American public is
not going to be driven by the
politics of the moment." Bush
often used similar language
when overseeing a war in Iraq
that had lost support of much
of the public.
The Senate's Republican
leader, Mitch McConnell of
Kentucky, said Obama should
follow the military's advice.
McConnell said Gen. David
Petraeus, who now heads

Central Command, "did a
great job with the surge in Iraq.
I think he knows what he's
doing. General McChrystal is
a part of that. We have a lot of
confidence in those two generals. I think the president does
as well."
On a related front, Obama
said having a focused war strategy will help with the hunt for
the elusive Osama bin l.aden,
who masterminded the Sept.
II attacks. Bin Laden and other
senior al-Qaida leaders are presumed to be hiding in a mountainous region of Pakistan
where the U.S.-backed government in Islamabad has little
control.
Meanwhile,
Afghan
President Hamid Karzai is
under political fire at home
for his disputed re-election.
Allegations of large-scale ballot
stuffing, phantom polling stations and turnouts above 100
percent in some areas threaten
to undermine the credibility of
his election just when the U.S.
needs his country to take more
control.
Obama declined to comment on the validity of Karzai's
election "until after everything
has been certified," noting
that investigations of fraud are
underway.

No 'backhanded tax increase' planned for health care
By Ban Follor
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama says requiring
people toget health insurance and
fining them if they don't would
not amount to a backhanded tax
increase. "I absolutely reject that
notion," the president said.
Blanketing most of yesterday's
TV news shows, Obama defended
his proposed health care overhaul, including a key point of
the various health care bills on
Capitol Hill: mandating that people get health insurance to share
the cost burden fairly among all.
Those who failed to get coverage
would face financial penalties.
Obama said other elements
of the plan would make insurance affordable for people, from
a new comparison-shopping
"exchange" to tax credits.
Telling people to get health
insurance is absolutely not a
tax increase, Obama told ABC's
"This Week."
"What it's saying is, is that we're
not going to have other people car-

rying your burdens for you anyObama's network interviews
more," said Obama. "Right now were taped Friday at the White
everybody in America, just about, House. He became the first preshas to get auto insurance. Nobody ident to appear on five network
considers that a tax increase."
shows in the same morning yesObama faces an enormous terday, an extraordinary effort to
political and communications build public support for his top
challenge in selling his health domestic priority.
care plan as Congress debates
The goal is expand and
how to pay for it all.
improve health insurance coverHe told CBS' "Face the Nation" age and rein in long-term costs.
that he will keep his pledge not to
Yet despite so many weeks of
raise taxes on families earning up speeches, town halls and interto S250.000, and that much of the views, Obama said he has found
final bill — hundreds of billions it difficult at times to make a
of dollars over the next 10 years complex topic clear and relevant.
— can be achieved from sav"I've tried to keep it digestible,"
ings within the current system. Obama said. "It's very hard for
Coming up with the rest remains people to get their arms around
a key legislative obstacle.
it. And that's been a case where
Obama put his support behind I have been humbled and I just
the idea of taxing employers that keep on trying harder."
offer high-cost insurance plans.
Obama told Univision's "Al
"I do think that giving a disin- Punto" ("To the Point") that the
centive to insurance companies strong opposition to his plan is
to offer Cadillac plans that don't part of a political strategy.
make people healthier is part of
the way that we're going to bring
down health care costs for everybody overthelongterm," Obama
said on NBC's "Meet the Press."

Obama embraces
promise to move on
immigration

WASHINGTON (AP)-One
GOP senator says it seems the only
place on TV that President Barack
Obama hasn't been seen is on cooking shows.

WASHINGTON (AP)
- President Barack Obama says

WASHINGTON (AP)
- President Barack Obama says
undocumented workers should
not be included in the health care
overhaul plan he's trying to push

South Carolina Sen Lindsey
Graham - himself a talk show quest
- says Obama is doing his best to sell
an overhaul that the public just isn't
buying.

Obama: Politics of moment will
not shape war in Afghanistan
By Ben F.ll.i

Obama: No plans to
end Bush's criminal
investigations

Interviews of the president were
broadcast Sunday on ABC. CBS.
CNN. NBC and Univision - and
health cate was a top topic.
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The Associated Press

GOP senator:
Obama's big media
blitz too much

Graham says the current plan has
the same likelihood of passing as a
"snowball s chance in hell" of passing
despite the media blitz Obama also
is set to visit David Lettermans latenight show tonight.
Graham joked that Obama has
appeared everywhere except the
Food Network
The senator spoke with NBC's
"Meet the Press"
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Seven former CIA directors have •
asked the president to do just that
In a letter to Obama on Friday.
they warned that the probe could
discourage CIA officers from doing
the kind of aggressive intelligence
work needed to fight terrorism.
Obama tells CBS'"Face the
Nation that he appreciates that
the former CIA chiefs are wanting
to look after an institution that
they helped to build
Obama says he wants to make
sure that he's not somehow overruling the decisions of prosecutors
such as Attorney General Eric
Holder who are there to uphold
the law

through Congress.
He tells Univision's "Al Punto'
show that if undocumented immigrants want to buy insurance, that s
a matter to be settled with insurance companies. But he does not
think they should be able to participate in insurance exchanges set up
under the new health care plan.
He says children of legal residents should have access to health
care
The president also says that
overhauling immigration policy will
be hard, "but 1 think we can get it
done" He's not giving a timetable.
though

Plans to increase European missile defense
system not determined by Russian government
By Ben Feller
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama sharply dismisses
criticism that Russian opposition
influenced his decision to scrap
a European missile defense system, calling it merely a bonus if
the leaders of Russia end up "a
little less paranoid" about the
U.S.
"My task here was not to negotiate with the Russians," Obama
told CBS' "Face the Nation" in an
interview for broadcast yesterday. "The Russians don't make
determinations about what our
defense posture is."
The president's comments
were his first on the matter
since he abruptly announced on
Thursday that he was scuttling
plans to deploy 10 missile interceptors in Poland and a related
radar in the Czech Republic. That
shield had been proposed under
President George W. Bush.
Russia condemned it is a threat
to its security despite years of U.S.
assurances to the contrary.
In its place will be a different
missile-defense plan relying on
a network of sensors and interceptor missiles based at sea, on
land and in the air. Obama says
that adapts to the most pressing
threat from Iran to U.S. troops
and allies in Europe, potential
attacks by short- and mediumrange missiles.
Yet at home and abroad,
Obama's decision immediately
raised a political question of
whether it was done in part to
appease Russia and win its help
in other areas, mainly in confronting the potential of a nuclear-armed Iran. That point was
underscored when Russia lauded
the change.
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In an interview with CBS News
that was taped Friday, Obama
was pressed on why he did not
seek anything in exchange from
Russia.
"Russia had always been paranoid about this, but George Bush
was right. This wasn't a threat to
them," Obama said. "And this
program will not be a threat to
them."
He added: "If the byproduct of
it is that the Russians feel a little
less paranoid and are now willing to work more effectively with
us to deal with threats like ballistic missiles from Iran or nuclear
development in Iran, you know,
then that's a bonus."
Russia said Saturday that it
will scrap a plan to deploy missiles near Poland since Obama
dumped the planned missile
shield in Eastern Europe.
Russia's Deputy Defense
Minister Vladimir Popovkin said
Obama's move made the deployment of short-range missiles in
the Kaliningrad region unnecessary, and he called the U.S.
president's decision a "victory of
reason over ambitions."
Washington is counting on
Moscow to help raise pressure on
Tehran over its disputed nuclear
program, although there are no
clear signs that will happen.
Also yesterday, Defense
Secretary Robert Gates asserted

that the United States is not walking away from European allies to
appease Russia.
"Russia's attitude and possible
reaction played no part in my
recommendation to the president on this issue," Gates wrote in
an essay in The New York Times.
He said he would be surprised
if Russia likes the replacement
European missile defense plan
much better.
Gates acknowledged that one
criticism of the replacement
plan is that it relies heavily on
fresh intelligence about the
Iranian missile threat. The U.S.
now judges shorter-range missiles as a greater problem in the
near term than the long-range
missiles the old system was conceived to counter. But he suggested it would have been foolhardy to stick with a plan that
had become obsolete before it
was built.
"Having spentmost of my career
at the CIA, I am all too familiar
with the pitfalls of over-reliance
on intelligence assessments that
can become outdated," wrote
Gates, a former CIA director.
That system never moved past
the blueprint stage, and would
not have been fully fielded until
at least 2017.
Part of the replacement system
could be in place as soon as 2011,
Gates said.
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• Bat RAW!! *

Every thur, fri, sat 5pm • 10pm
Buy or Bring Bottle of Wine or Sake
or buy 1 kitchen entree^ meat)

he has no plans to ask the Justice
Department to end its cnmiral
investigation into the harsh interrogations of suspected terrorists
during the Bush administration.
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In the scrum and on the gridiron
A FALCON COMEBACK WIN: The Falcon rugby learn was down
'6-10 early m this weekend's game against Michigan State but was
able to tally in the second half to win 36-16. With the win. the Falcons
remained undefeated on the season and extended BGs winning
■treak against the Spartans to 40 games. Michigan State coach Dave
Poguette had high praise for the Falcons: '[BG] came out strong in the
second half. We started losing the ruck."
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HPV Fact:
About 2 out
of 3 people wi
get genital warts
after having
any kind of
genital contact
with someone .
infected.

ENOCH WU I THEBGNEWS

TOP: BGs lone touchdown against
Marshall came on a 50-yard pass to
senior Chris Wright
ABOVE: Roger Williams broke the
school record for kick returns in a career
in the third quarter
LEFT: Senior tight end Jimmy
Scheidler is helped off the field after
sustaining an ankle Injury. He left the
stadium on crutches and his status is
unknown at this time.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
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JOHN NIWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
There's something you can do.

Visit your campus
health center.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes & Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30-4:00
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The tough times continue
Hepple plays well, but Falcons don't produce wins

lens golf team travels to
Ball State for second tourney
By Christopher Rjmbo

Ri-po't."
By John Lopez
Reporter

TENNIS
Falcons have good
showing at home
Invitational

Playing well wasn't enough this
weekend as the Falcons were
beaten by the Dayton Flyers 4-3
before earning a draw at home
against IPFW.
The weekend began with
the Falcons finally finding
their offensive form as senior
Cameron Hepple tallied a hat
trick against the Atlantic 10

Conference champion Flyers.
I lepple's hat trick was the first
by a Falcon player in five seasons.
"Cameron was fantastic," said
coach Eric Nichols. "He has
been on fire."
After converting from the
penalty spot, Hepple's second
goal came in the run of play as
ENOCH WU
See SOCCER | Page 8

LEAD MAN: Cameron Hepple scored twice
against Dayton this weekend

The BG men's golf team will
ride the momentum from their
season-opening victory into
Muncie, Ind., today where they
will look to make it two in a row
when they compete in the Farl
Yes) i ngsmeier I nvitat ional.
The tournament, hosted by
Ball State, is a two-day, 54-hole
affair, like last week, the teams
will play 36 holes today followed
by 18 tomorrow. The action will

get underway each day with a 9:
a.m. shotgun start.
In all, a total of 15 teams made 1
the trek to Muncie, the most;*
potent of which figure to be: the.
Falcons, Austin Peav. Cincinnati,'*
and BSU.
The setting for this week's
event will be Delaware Country
Club which is home to a 6,438-^
yard, par-70 course. It is a venue*>
that will stand in marked
See GOLF I Paqe 8

The Falcon tennis team had
several strong finishes at this
weekends BGSU Invitational.
Freshman Jade Johnson won
an individual singles flight.
Three other Falcons made
runner-up in singles. A full
story about the Invite will
appear in tomorrow's edition
of The BG News.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The B6
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgncwssports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1991-The 1992 Olympic
Dream Team players are
announced.
1982—NFL players begin
what would become a 57-day
strike.
1956-The New York
Yankees strand 20 runners
on base in a game in which

Falcon rugby rallies to
defeat Michigan State
By C J Watson

ing minutes that the second half
would be a different game as
Mauer burned the Spartans down
Despite going in to halftime trailing the sideline and scored a try that
16-10. the BG rugby team rallied was converted by Viviani.
behind the speed of wing Rocco
Mailer's speed opened the field
Maucr and proved their toughness up during the next possession for
against a physical Michigan State Miller as he nished through the
team.
center of the Spartan defense and
The Falcons remain undefeated went 30 yards untouched for a try
as they held the Spartans scoreless of his own.
in the second half, winning the
The Falcons wouldn't look back
contest 36-16.
and continued to impose their will
BG went up early as they scored on the Spartans. Mauer scored two
the first try of the day ofla scrum more tries and put the game out of
that was converted by Nick Viviani. reach as Michigan State couldn't
But MSU proved they were a force keep up with the quickness of BG's
to be reckoned with as they came backs.
Mazzarella liked the way his
right backat BG early in the contest,
scoring a try and two penalty kicks. team responded in the face of
The Spartans were the aggressors adversity.
"I was impressed by the way we
and controlled the ball for most of
the first half; this is something the bounced back," Mazzarella said. "I
was concerned that they weren't
Falcons haven't seen all year.
"The difference between the first going to be able to put that togethand second half was intensity," said er with the way they were playing.
prop Duane Miller. "We started the They came out firing hard in the
game hitting but became lackadai- second half and took the game
sical and Michigan State used that over.
"It's good to have a game like
to their advantage."
Viviani netted a crucial penalty this. We identified some things
kick right before halftime, bringing and hopefully we can get those
the Falcons within a score of MSU. straightened out before the league
The tides turned as the sec- starts."
Mauer was the Falcons' leadond half began. BG showed their
will to win as they came out with ing scorer with 15 points on three
the intensity that the Falcons are tries. Viviani scored 11 points on
four conversions and a penalty
known to play with.
BG got away from MSU's physi- kick. Miller made an impression
cal, tight style of play and stretched on the score sheet with five points
the field in the latter part of the of his own.
"I was happy with my team's
game.
"ICoach Tony Mazzarellal told performance in the first half but
us what we did wrong in the first not so much in the second half,"
half so we changed it and came said Michigan State coach Dave
out strong and looked to take over," Poquette. "|BG| came out strong in
the second half. We started losing
Miller said.
BG made it clear in the open- the nick and had a tot of turnovers."
Reporter

Mickey Mantle hit a home
rum more than 500 feet.

After rain, Falcons take 15th

The List
In BG's 17-10 loss to Marshall
this weekend, more things
went wrong for BG than right.
Here are five things that contributed to that losing effort

1. Darius Marshall:
Thundering Herd running
back Darius Marshall ran
all over the Falcons for 186
yards, including an 80-yard
touchdown.

2. Herd defense:
Marshall's defense was fast to
the ball throughout the entire
game. BG quarterback Tyler
Sheehan was sacked six times
in the game.

3. Failure to run: The
Falcons were unable to get
their running game moving
the whole game. Willie Geter
led the team with 50 yards,
and BG's longest rush was just
nne yards.

4. Field goals:

By Morgan Carlson
Reporter

The BG women's golf team tied
for 15th place after heavy rain in
North Carolina cut the 2009 Great
Smokies Intercollegiate tournament a day short this weekend.
Junior Lauren Glew is proud of
her team, but feels that a second
day of competition could have
helped the team a lot
"We were hoping to be able
to pass up quite a few teams by
improving a few strokes each,"
Glew said. "We could have shot
ourselves into the top 10, and we
were bummed not to have the
opportunity to move up."
Elon University and host
Western Carolina tied for the
championship with a two-underpar 286. The Falcons carded a
score of 311, tying with Savannah
College of Arts and Design in the
22-team tournament.
In her first collegiate tournament, freshman Susannah
Grunden scored highest for the
Falcons with a 74, placing her
individually in a tie for 25th place.
"I was confident going into the
tournament," Grunden said. "We

1

Susannah
| Gruden
Freshman finished
with a 74, which was
best on the team

practiced pretty hard and the
course was set up well. We just
worked on taking it one hole at a
time."
Glew notched a 77 (T-48th) and
Megan Gormley carded a 79. Also
compering for BG was Hannah
Lambert (81) and Marisa Glew
(82).
Coach Stephanie Young says
there are a few things she'd like to
work on this upcoming week.
"We had a really solid start,
but there's still a lot of room for
improvement," Young said. "We
don't have a tot of time, but we've
got some decent practices scheduled, and we'll keep working on
what we've been working on."
The women willnextcompeteat
the Youngstown State University
Invitational. The 36-hole tournament will be held next Monday.
Both rounds will be played the
same day.

Freshman Jerry Phillips
missed two key field goals

Women's soccer team swept in California

in the game. Had he made
them, the score would have

By Angolo Valotta

been 17-16 on the final drive

Reporter

instead of 17-10.

5. Environment: Over
23,000 Herd fans were on
hand for the game, and they
were intense throughout the
second half.

The weekend wasn't all sunshine
and smiles for the BG women's
soccer team. The Falcons flew to
California to play in a mini-tournament held at UC-Riverside.
"It was a great learning experience," said coach Andy Richards.
"UC-lrvine is ranked regionally."

BGlost2-0 Friday nightagainst
UC-Riverside, and 2-0 yesterday
against UC-lrvine.
"They were better teams to be
fair," Richards said.
The Falcons will recuperate
and get ready to head out on
the road for another weekend
of games with Northern Illinois
Friday and Western Michigan
Sunday.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
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ALL-TOURNEY: Like last week one Falcon was named to the all-tournament team. This weekend, it was Shan Luthei (14).

CAPITAL LOSSES
Luther named to all-tournament team as Falcons swept in Columbus
By Chris Sojka
Reporter

If volleyball were a puzzle,
Man coach Denise Van De
Walle believes her team would
haw some great pieces.
They just have to put them
all together to see the picture.
The Falcons (7-6) faced
their toughest test thus far this
season when they headed to
Columbus for the Ohio State
Sports Imports Classic. Though
they played favorably at times,
they were unable to win a
match against Cleveland State,
Ohio State or Xavier.
"This was a really great tournament for us to be in right
before we open |Mid-American
Confcrencel play, "Van De Walle
said. "We faced three different
types of teams and we had our

chances. We played great at
times and then hit some real
lows at times''
BG opened the tournament with a five-set 25-20, 2325, 25-20. 22-25, 15-10 loss to
Cleveland State. They played
well, just not in the fifth set
when it counted the most.
Shari Luther, who was
named to the all-tournament
team, had a career high 17 kills
and hit .421 in the loss.
When loither is out on the
floor, she doesn't bring a lot of
highs and lows into the match,
Van De Walle said.
"It's pretty much a high every
time she takes the floor," she
said, "liither was steady and
stable throughout the tournament. She blocked more balls
this weekend than she had
been and that helped.

"She's very low error in her
hitting and you can count on
her to do her part each time we
take the floor. That's something
we need."
In the second match. OSU
was very efficient. Iiitting .414
in the first set and 350 for the
match. Dither led the team
again with six kills four blocks
and a 364 attacking percentage.
To put it simply, Van De Walle
said OSU 1MB just flat out bigger and better than the Falcons
are right now.
In the final match. BG was
swept by Xavier, 25-20, 28-26,
25-23.
"The right we showed in the
Xavier match was so much better than the day before." Van De
Walk? said "We looked really good,
but we just didn't put die second
set away when we had the lead."

Cross country teams back from Bronx
Falcons struggle at lona,
ready to race again

BG women tame tough course, place in top 10
By Brad Frank

By Brad Frank
Reporter

The BG men's cross country team
left hungry from the lona Meet of
Champions on Saturday.
The men's team lias not been
satisfied with their first three finishes so far this season, making
them anxious to improve as much
as possible for die next race.
"We're starring to see our hard
work pay off, but each meet is leaving them hungry," said coach Cami
Wells.
BG finished 18th out of 22 teams
at the 8K race at Cortlandt Park in
Bronx, NY.
Kent State won the meet with
what Wells called an "impresses CROSS | Page 8

Reporter

Senior Andrea Pereira de Almeida
finished 21st out of 186 runners
to lead BG, as the women's cross
country managed an eighthplace finish Saturday on a challenging course at the lona Meet
of Champions.
Carry Wells (24:13; 38th), Ashley
Fischer (24:15; 41st), Abby Koch
(24:41; 59th). Sally Kandie (24:42;
61st), Megan Kelscy (24:57; 67th)
and 1 leather Conger (24:59; 71st)
were the other Falcons to compete.
I larvard won the 21 -team meet
with 44 points finishing with four
runners in the first six spots; From
the Mid-American Conference,
Kent State placed fourth.
The course at Cortlandt Park in
Bronx, N.Y., was actually longer

than a 6K and full of hills which
were comprised of gravel terrain.
Coach Cami Wells said the
women ran a solid race, considering the difficulty of the course.
"The amount of hills on the
course may haw been intimidating, "Wells said. "It was something
new and different, but it's something that will benefit us later."
Wells said she wasn't disappointed with eighth, despite
wishing to place in the top five.
"We have the ability to run better. But we raced hard, and I saw
a lot of positive tilings," she said.
"We finished better this week,
which is a very good sign."
Weils said she wanted to get the
most out of everyone out there.
ONLINE: Read the rest of this article

fe

on-line at bqviews com
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Max Weston did well to find the
Bahamian national for a goal.
Hie play was further proof that
Weston and llepple are forming quite a partnership on the
Falcons front line.
The Falcons hosted IPIW yesterday, in the team's first home
match in nearly three weeks.
With a host of young players
performing well, the Falcons
enjoyed a surplus of possession
in the first half.
The breakthrough finally
came for the falcons as forward
Byard filling and true freshman
right back Chris McLean combined well down the right side
leaving space for an F.bling cross,
which found Chuko Kvwaraye
at the back post for the game's
first goal.
"I can't say I had too much to
do with the goal." fvwaraye
said.
The ball came to
Cameron, and he just got a
touch on it, then it bounced off
me and went in."
The falcons were able to continue to exert their influence
on the game, only allowing
the Mastodons chances on the
counter-attack.
But they conceded a goal as
center back Tanner fink failed
to clear a ball, eventually falling an I I'l-VV striker who slotted
the equalize! home comfortably.
"Today was disappointing."
Nichols said. "I thought we were
the better team. 1 thought we
had chances in the first half to
put them away, but we didn't.
We let up and kept them in the
game too long."
fink and his defensive partners made amends after conceding, bieakingupany threatening
advances by the Mastodons.
As the game progressed, the
falcons once again had the
better of the ball, which led to
chances for f bling and Thomas
McLean to regain the lead.
finishing the initial 90 minutes of play, the game headed
into overtime, the falcons' second such contest in the last
three.
Nichols and his staff cannot
be blamed for playing defensively in the overtime period, as they
moved lacob Lawrence from
central defense to midfield.
"We absolutely went for the
win," Nichols said. "We were
playing to win the whole time;
we took some injuries which was
bad. So we had to make some
changes to the front, which
allowed lacob to move up."
The overtime period was
a wide open encounter, with
chances at both endsol the pitch.
The falcons came up on the losing end and the Mastodons had
a goal called back due to being
offside.
The draw leaves the falcons
with a 1-4-2 record, without any
wins in their last six. The opposition does not get any easier
next week as the falcons travel to Michigan on Wednesday
before going to Akron, to face
off against trie Zips, the nation's
No. 1 team.

contrast to what the Falcons
faced last week at Stone Ridge,
which is largely a bomber's
paradise.
"This will be a fun week," said
coach Garry Winger. "It is a
shorter course where a driver
isn't necessarily required off
of every tee. We feel that our
guys will have an opportunity
to score here."
Senior lohn Powers and
his teammates had a chance
to get acquainted with their
surroundings with a practice
round yesterday afternoon.
"As a competitor, it isa fun course
to play on," said lohn Powers, who
finished second in this event last
year. "There are a few holes that
you need to be careful about, but
there are also a lot of birdie opportunities out here."
Their preparations, howev-

CROSS

er, were somewhat marred by
persistent wind and rain, both
of which appear to be in the
forecast throughout the tournament.
"The weather looks like
something our guys will have
to deal with throughout the
week." Winger said. "The main
thing I wanted from our practice rounds was just to have a
chance to get on the greens and
get comfortable with how they
are rolling."
Regardless of the obstacles,
the falcons appear to be wellequipped for a fine showing.
Last year, in addition to
Powers. Matt Schneider also
finished secondandthef a Icons
took fifth as a team.
"Overall, we are pretty confident with where we are at right
now," Winger said. "Everyone
seems to be playing well at the
moment. Although you can
never expect anything in this
game, we are excited to lie here

rThTiGNewT
Classified
Ads

From Page 7
sive" perfonnance. The Golden
flashes placed six runners in the
top 30.
Miami finished fifth with two
runners placing in the top 25.
During the preseason. Kent
State and Miami were picked
to finish first and second in the
Mid-American
Conference,
respectively.
The course was difficult, but
Wells felt the team managed it
well.
"We wanted to finish higher
as a team, but, we ran hard and
we ran well as a group," she said.
"With that type of course, the
men handled it really well."
Chris Moody led the Falcons
for the third time this season.
The junior finished 47th overall
with a time of 26:42.
"Chris Moody handled the
level of competition well," Wells
said. "He had a very strong race
from start to finish."
Moody wasn't disappointed
with himself or the team.
"My objective was to finish
between 25th and 50th, and 1
did," he said. "Everyone gave
their best. I thought they did
a really good job having never
raced there before."
Moody raced at Cortlandt
Park three times in high school,
but this particular BG team had
never competed there before.
lason Salver (27:43; 93rd),
lesse Smuda' (28:18; 118th), leff
Ehler (28:35; 123rd), Johnstone
Kimi (28:57; 134th), Abraham
Busienei (29:11; 136th), Ben
Iciiiinger (29:21; 141st), and
lohn Bernard (30:20; 193rd)
competed for BG.
"leff filler had his best cross
country meet by far to date," Wells
said. "I le showed a lot of heart"
The men won't race again
until Oct. 2 at the All-Ohio
Championships in Delaware,
Ohio.
Wells said she wants to combine hard work with rest during
the next two weeks after having
competed for three consecutive
weekends.
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Spiing Break! Unlimited! Pay 1 Price!
FREE!!! All DAY AND ALL NIGHT
Free meals. Free drinks. Free covers
"CAN YOU HANDLE IT"
DONT PLAN ON SLEEPING'
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Services Offered
Expenenced editor will take on your
thesis or dissertation, reasonable
rates Call 419-353-0340

S2SOO REWARD tor the positive
identification leading to the arrest ol
two white males who were fighting at
the entrance ot Nate & Walty's
Fishbowl on Wooster St at 2 28am
on the morning ot Wednesday,
August 19. A young woman passing
by on the sidewalk was critically iniured by these men Please contact:
toer@sbcglobal net

Help Wanted
!BARTENDING' up to $300'day. No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
VOICE TEACHER NEEDED
for Perrysburg Academy of the
Performing Arts. Needed for Fridays.
Call 419-874-6773
Waitresses/bartenders needed at
Doc's Restaurant. Apply in person at
18625 Main St. Tontogany, OH
419-823-4081

.serv.^ BC, fug I960

32 Rooms fluailable!!
Use your package at any ol our locations

•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
'Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short -term leases available'

'THE HEM
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588
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For Rent

"Across from Kohl Hall, HUGE 2br
Apt Great view of BGSU, Ig. kltch.
dining rm. W/O, off-Street Parking
S595/mo. Call 614-668-1116

2 bdrm apt low as 499.00. 2 blcks fr
univ, also Room low as 225.00 mo.
also 1/1/10 - 2 apts. etf + Rms
Cartyrentals.com/ 419-353-0325

A lew rentals left. 1 & 2 BR apts,
$450-500/mo, heat included,
a tew blocks from campus.
Call Mid-Am Mgmt at 419-352-4380

1 & 2 BR apts. close to campus,
$395 8 S550/mo + electric, pets OK
Avail now. call 419-708-9981

2BR house close to campus.
Irg backyard. $695/mo ♦ util.
Call 419-708-9981.

Carriage apt for rent,
between BGSU & downtown,
great location! $ 385/mo.
Call Kim at 440-759-2310.

1 rm effic. w/ nice bath & Irg closet,
$375/mo + dep, mil. incl. pet friendly,
sublease to May. call 419-575-8087

3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse. 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled,
$725/mo * util Call 419-708-9981

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

HPV Fact:
You don't
have to
actually have
sex to get
genital warts

There's something you can do.

Visit your campus
health center.
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EVERYDAY! .

TIRE SALE
:$

1 Big bird's grabber
6 Croquet venue
10 Winery container
14 Essential acid, familiarly
15 Working hard
'6 Galway Bay's _ Islands
I7 Make an appearance
20 Bolsheviks' bane
21 Ins. plans
22 Auto dealer's agreement, at ti mes
23 Andy Taylor's boy
25 Cloak-and-dagger org.
26 Do nothing
33 Movie trailer, e.g.
34 Bartender's rocks
35 Takes home
37 Amorous sound
38 Fortified Portuguese wine
42 Draw
43 Throw in a chip
45 Nintendo game console
46 Yankees' home

40% Off

TanningCenterBG.com
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ACROSS

Diplomacy
"Famous" cookie guy
South American capital
Like a studio apartment
Doze off
Marshals, usually
12 for Mg or 20 for Ca, e.g.
Mental faculties
32 Be frugal
Extreme degree
36 Erolic
Peninsula bordering
39 Filled with wonder
Massachusetts Bay
40
Like some home
11 Diva's piece
improvement proj12 Bloomingdale's rival
ects, briefly
13 Genuflection joint
41
E.g.,
e.g.
18 West Virginia border
44
Near
the outset
river
47
_
cuff:
pitching injury
19 Lamb's pen name
site
24 Penh, Cambodia
49
Fight
stopper
25 "If I Could Turn Back
50 Underdog victories
Time" singer
51 Campus mil. group
26 Pet welfare org.
54 Where billions live
27 Presses
28 Ptace for a crown or 55 "White" peaks in N.H.
56 Butter units
cap
57 Jack of "Dragnet"
29 Old MacDonald
58 Corporate VIP
refrain
60
Pet targeted by the
30 Biol. or geol.
first words of this
31 Artoo's "surname"
puzzle's four longest
answers
Dancing instruction from KC
61 Large cross
and the Sunshine Band
62 "Dinner Is ■
"Groovy!"
64 Flight oversight org.
Seaside city
65 Exploit
More than sufficiently
Greeley's direction for young
ANSWERS
men
Line's "Mod Squad" do
Death row reprieve
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Enjoying a lot
n o 0 0
1 H 1
Act the accomplice
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Doomed Genesis city
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YMCA part: Abbr.
Lessons learned early
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UP TO

»THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

EHO
cormorantco.com

FOR DETAILS'

C'WliI cam '«qui(«r1 • 3 monlh mrmmur"

► SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available

.419-352-7691

Tan for as low
as $15 a month
•CALL

5 beds, 1 booth
closest to campus
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•ONE TIME PURCHASE •

First Month
FREE
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